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1. Market potential distribution with application to waterborne electric
mobility
Electric mobility market is developing rapidly in last years. Public policy pushes the market to invest in a
development of new products and technologies leading to new trends in transport electrification.
Waterborne transport is also undergoing changes towards electrification, although the rates are not as high
as for the land transport. Below is the main aspects that are influencing waterborne transport electric
mobility market development and potential growth.
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2. Regulations
2.1. Transport situation analysis.

The Baltic States—Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania – each signed the UNFCCC in 1992 and ratified it in 1995.
They also signed the Kyoto Protocol in 1998 and ratified it in 2002.
At the Paris climate conference (COP21) in December 2015, 195 countries adopted the first-ever universal,
legally binding global climate deal. The agreement sets out a global action plan to put the world on track to
avoid climate change by limiting global warming to well below 2°C. Lithuania signed the Paris Agreement on
22 April 2016 and ratified on 30 December 2016. Under the Paris Agreement Lithuania jointly with the EU
and its Member States took a binding target of at least a 40% domestic reduction in economy wide GHG
emissions by 2030 compared to 1990, which was endorsed in the conclusions of the European Council of 23
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and 24 October 2014 on the EU 2030 climate and energy policy framework. On 6 March 2015, the Council
adopted this contribution of the Union and its Member States as their intended nationally determined
contribution, which was submitted to the Secretariat of the UNFCCC. The target will be delivered
implementing the EU legal acts on 2030 climate and energy targets by all economy sectors, with the
reductions in the Emission trading system (ETS) and non-ETS sectors amounting to 43% and 30%
respectively by 2030 compared to 2005. Main contributors in energy sector are Energy industries and
Transport sectors. In 2017 these sectors composed 12.6% and 28.1% of the total national GHG emissions,
respectively.
In the Energy sector emissions of CO2 contribute about 94% of total greenhouse gas emissions CO2 eq. in
2017. Below the trends of total GHG emissions calculated as CO2 equivalents from the energy sector are
presented.

Main contributors in energy sector are Energy industries and Transport sectors. In 2017 these sectors
composed 12.6% and 28.1% of the total national GHG emissions, respectively.
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Emissions from motorized mobile road traffic in Lithuania includes traffic on public roads within country,
except for agricultural and forestry transports. The source categories Road transportation and Railways
include all emissions from fuel sold to road transport and railways in the Lithuania. CO2 emissions from
1.A.3.b Road transportation are dominant in this source category. Fuel consumption in 1.A.3 Transport
sector accounted for 57,751 TJ and 81,629TJ in 2005 and 2017, respectively. The sector emissions increased
from 4,213.65in 2005 to 5,744.58kt CO2 equivalent in 2017. In 2017 the most important source of
transportation GHGs was road transport, with a share of 92%
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(https://am.lrv.lt/uploads/am/documents/files/KLIMATO%20KAITA/Studijos%2C%20metodin%C4%97%20med%C5%BEiaga/NIR_2019_01_15_FI
NAL.pdf)

The figures from the following sources: (https://ec.europa.eu›energy›sites›ener›files
›documents›latvia_draftnecp_en) and (https://ec.europa.eu›sites›ener›files›documents›
ec_courtesy_translation_ee_necp) are showing similar situation with the emission from transport in Latvia
ans in Estonia.
At the moment governmental institutes in Lithuania are searching for the solutions that will reduce emissions
from transport. One of them is the proposal to shift part of road transportations to Inland waterways. One
inland waterway transportation unit (self-propelled barge or pusher with non-propelled barge) can overtake
around 100 TEU from the road. This will significantly reduce CO2 emissions maintaining the same
transportation rates.
There are different initiatives either brought to discussion or being in implementation stages concerning
waterborne transport:
1. Installation of scrubbers (mostly used in seagoing vessels because of the large sizes, for ex. DFDS Optima)
2. Use of hybrid driven vessels (applicable to inland waterway vessels or special purpose vessels operating
in short ranges, or to seagoing vessels for use of electric propulsion in emission control areas)
3. Use of LNG driven vessels (applicable to seagoing vessels and bigger size inland waterway vessels)
4. Use of electric driven vessels (applicable yachts, boats and bigger inland waterway vessels or special
purpose vessels operating in short ranges)
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From the above mentioned we could make the conclusions that market potential evoked by emission
reduction regulations for electric driven ships for Lithuania exists for yachts, boats and bigger inland
waterway vessels or special purpose vessels operating in short ranges.
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2.2. Legal issues related to boating in Lithuanian inland waters.
Inland water way navigation with pleasure boats legal basis analysis Lithuania
There are 822km of inland waterways of national importance of the Republic of Lithuania, 429.7 km of them
are being operated – and there are 63.3km of local waterways.

Inland waterways of the Republic of Lithuania (Source: http://vvkd.lt/vidaus-vandenu-keliai/)
In 1997 the Republic of Lithuania signed European Agreement on Main Inland Waterways of International
Importance (AGN agreement), according to which the inland waterways of the River Nemunas and the
Curonian Lagoon from Kaunas to Klaipeda are inland waterway of international importance E41 (the length –
291.2 km). All navigation period along the E41way there has to be maintained indicators as it is defined by
waterways network main standards and parameters description TRANS / SC.3 / 144 of the United Nations
Economic Commission. For the E41 waterway section from Klaipėda to Jurbarkas there are set these
measurements: length of vessel – 100 m, beam – 10 m, depth of the waterway – 1,5 m (draught not more
than 1,3 m); for the section from Jurbarkas to Kaunas: length of vessel – 100 m, beam – 10 m, depth of
waterway – 1,2m (draught not more than 1,00 m).
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The navigation period in operated inland waterways of national importance is 199 days from 16th of April to
31th of October. In comparison with 2017, in 2018 state enterprise Inland Waterways Directorate increases
the length of operated inland waterways of national importance by 5 km1.
The environmental requirements for navigation in water bodies is approved by the Minister of
Environment of the Republic of Lithuania and establish the conditions for navigation in the Lithuanian inland
water bodies2, except the Main Inland Waterways of International Importance described above. By these
regulations, it is prohibited to navigate in inland waterbodies by self-propelled watercrafts:
1. in water bodies less than 10 ha;
2. less than 100 m (except for the minimum speed of self-propelled floating craft) from the shores of
water bodies, shores of islands in the water bodies, bathing areas (except for areas marked for sailing),
buoyed diving areas;
3. rivers.
It is allowed to navigate by self-propelled water crafts by the following rules:
Engine power

Periods

Water body area

Complete navigation season

> 100 ha

From 21 of June till end of navigation season

> 10 ha

Complete navigation season

> 500 ha

From 21 of June till end of navigation season

> 100 ha

From 21 of June till end of navigation season

> 200 ha

From 21 of June till end of navigation season

> 500 ha

Forbidden, except special rules of separate water bodies

N/A

< 10 HP (8kW)

11 HP (9 kW) –
20 HP (15kW)
21 HP (16 kW) – 150
HP (110 kW)
151 HP (111 kW) –
300 HP (220 kW)
301 HP (221 kW) –
680 HP (500 kW)
and water bikes

There is a list of 28 lakes mentioned in the regulations where for each lake separate rules are foreseen.
The lists of national and local inland waterways and the rules for their operation can be found on the websites
of the Inland Waterways Direction (http://vvkd.lt) and Ministry of Transport and Communication of the Lithuanian
Republic3.

1

http://vvkd.lt/en/vidaus-vandenu-keliai/
https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.231271/PdMCBQFfRg
3
http://sumin.lrv.lt/en/
2
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Conclusion on legal issues of the Republic of Lithuania on navigation in inland waterways.
Analysis of legal documents gives a clear picture that electric engines are not mentioned in the documents
reviewed. There are also studies where it is mentioned, that discussions about total or partial prohibiting of
navigation in some lake are still going on. On Plateliai lake the fossil fuel driven boats and ships are prohibited,
however there are case when administration gives permission to the electric driven boats.
However in many places where navigation is prohibited it is done mainly not because of fossil fuels itself,
but because self-propelled crafts will disturb natural habitats.
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3. Study on the Infrastructure related to e-boating in Lithuania
To understand the electric mobility market potential in waterborne transport it is necessary to overview the
existing infrastructure related to electric mobility.
Most of the port in Lithuania have the infrastructure to receive small and medium sized vessels. In Klaipeda
port for the medium and large sized vessels, the electric installation of 400V is available. The electricity in all
ports of the Republic of Lithuania intended to use for pleasure crafts and yachts have the following
characteristics:

Voltage – 220 - 250 V
Amperage – 16A
Connection type 1168
IP67
There are no fast charging stations
for pleasure crafts and yachts
installed.

Below, please find the detailed information about infrastructure in ports of the Republic of Lithuania for
pleasure crafts and yachts.
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Analysis of ports infrastructure of the Republic of Lithuania
Klaipėda Castle harbor - the harbour, located in the
estuary of Danė river.
Website: http://www.yacht.lt/yacht-en.html
Max draught: 2-6 m
Max yacht length: 24 m
Berths: >100
Electricity available

Smiltyne Yacht Club is located on the western shore of
Curonian spit peninsula.
Website:
http://www.smiltynesjachtklubas.lt/en/marina/
Max draught: 2,5-3,5 m
Max yacht length: 15 m
Berths: 35
Electricity available

Dreverna port - Dreverna small ship harbor (about 1.5 m deep
entrance channel) is situated on the East bank of Curonian lagoon,
25 km in South from Klaipeda port, opposite to Juodkrantė
settlement (Neringa city, Curonian spit). One of the best
attractions is a 15 meter observation tower with a view to
Curonian lagoon in addition to the unique UNESCO protected
nature heritage – Grey or as they call Dead dunes. Built in 2009
and modernized in 2017 the harbor has 110 berths in total and 30
of them are prepared for guests.
Web: http://dreverna.lt/en/port
Max draught: 2,5-3,5 m
Max yacht length: 20 m
Berths: 110
11

Electricity available
Mingė port – Mingė (also Minija) is a small fisherman
village. It's unique because of it's main "road" which
is a river. Houses are built on both sides of the river
and there is no bridge connecting the sides. Mingė is
a part of the Nemunas Delta Regional Park.
References: www.minija.com
Max draught: 1,6-2,2 m
Max yacht length: 25 m
Berths: 24
Electricity available

Nida – Beach of Nida has Blue-flag status. Nida has
two ports - fishing port and yacht port - the first
one isn't lightened up and it's depth in some places
is just 1 m; yacht port has a red light in the East
side, and green light in the West side.
Max draught: 1-3 m
Max yacht length: 18 m
Berths: 60
Electricity available
http://www.mariulaivai.lt/nida.html

Uostadvaris village is located 8 km away from Rusnė, on the left
bank of river Atmata on the Rusnė island. Village is a part of
Nemunas Regional Park. There is a lighthouse and a museum in the
village. Uostadvaris port is very beloved because of its beautiful
nature sights and nice atmosphere - every summer hundreds of
yachts come visiting the port.
Max draught: 1,7 m
Max yacht length: 15 m
Berths: Electricity available
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Šilute port is located in the western part of Silute
town. It is 5 kilometers upstream of the mouth of
the river Atmata in the river Shisha.
Max draught: 1,5 m
Max yacht length: 25 m
Berths: 100
Electricity available

Plateliai lake – is the biggest lake in Samogitia and 9th biggest in Lithuania. It is the central attraction in the
Žemaitija National Park. It covers about 12 km² and reaches up to 49 m in depth. It has seven islands, one of
them housed a castle and now is called Castle Island. Archeologists found remains of two castles. The lake
has both diving and yacht clubs. Boats driven by fossil fuels are forbidden to use in the lake.

Trakai lakes
Traikai lakes are is located near Vilnius, the capital
of Lithuania. There are many islands in the lake, and
one of them has a historical castles from 15th
century built on it. Trakai caslte is one of the most
famous tourims objects in Lithuania. Tourists can go
cruising with a rented yacht.
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Juodkrantė – the study for the creation of yacht port is
in the development stage. By the plans yacht port should
have the capacity for about 80 pleasure crafts

Šventoji - the study for the modernization of the port is in the development stage. It should have separate
area for fishing vessels and separate for pleasure boats.

References: http://en.seaclub.lv/ports/lithuania/

4. Region specifics & use cases
4.1. Waterway transportation routes Lithuania.
In 2018 the ferry operator AB “Smiltynes Perkela” has transported
over 2 mln. passengers between main land and Curonian Spit4.
These figures do not include the amounts of passengers transported
by other smaller ship operators working in Klaipeda port. Curonian
Spit is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, attracting many tourists each
year. Therefore, the movement of yachts, boats and ships in this area
is very active. It is possible to specify the routes that are very

4

https://www.keltas.lt/apie-mus/statistika/
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attractive as from the passenger transportation perspective as from leisure boating perspective.
The following routes are being operated:
-

Klaipeda – Smiltyne (Old and new ferry terminals);
Klaipeda (Old ferry terminal) – Sea Museum;
Curonian lagoon passenger transportation: Klaipeda –Juodkrante – Nida;
Kaunas – Nida – Klaipeda passenger transportation;
Curonian lagoon leisure trips: Klaipeda – Nida, Minge – Nida.

4.2. Trends and possibilities for developing electric mobility on the water in Lithuania.
Nowadays there following trends and possibilities for developing electric mobility on the water.
-

-

-

-

-

Klaipeda – Smiltyne (Old and new ferry terminals); In 2019 AB “Smiltynes perkela” was announcing a
tender for buying of 2 hybrid ferries for transporting around 400 passengers.
Klaipeda (Old ferry terminal) – Sea Museum; At the moment this transportation is done by the ferry
“Nida”, that should be changed with the time. One of the possible solutions for this route could a new
electric ferry for around 300 passengers;
Curonian lagoon passenger transportation: Klaipeda – Juodkrante – Nida; Previously AB ”Smiltynes
Perkela” was making trips with high speed passenger catamaran from Klaipeda to Nida. This
passenger transportation route was popular. In start of 2019 there was a tender announced for
buying of new high-speed passenger vessel-catamaran for transporting till 250 passengers and till 60
bicycles.
(https://www.keltas.lt/2019/01/29/smiltynes-perkela-paskelbtas-naujas-konkursas-laivui-i-nidastatyti/). Hybrid ferry in this case could be an interesting alternative, providing the possibility to work
on electricity while maneuvering and staying by the quay wall.
Kaunas – Nida – Klaipeda passenger transportation; in 2019 passenger transportation with the high
speed vessel with underwater foils was renewed (https://www.laivasraketa.lt/). The vessel can
travel at the speed around 60 km/h what is very important for this route of 240 km long. In the future
it could be a possibility to use vessels with hybrid propulsion for this route.
Curonian lagoon leisure trips: Minge – Nida route is quite popular at the moment. There are proposals
for tourists to make a trip from Minge port to Nida and back. The trip takes around 1 hour one side
with the travel speed of 10-15 km/h. This is very suitable for electric driven vessel.
Curonian lagoon leisure trips: Klaipeda – Nida. This route is very popular mostly among yacht and
boat owners. Most suitable for this route is the speed boat, that is capable to reach one way
destination within around one hour taking the travel speed of 45 km/h. That is possible using for
example Torqeedo 80HP outboard engine on a boat of 5 m in length. But it will be necessary to charge
the batteries for the return travel. For this use case quick charging station availability in Nida and in
Klaipeda would most probably make a push for the development of the electric mobility market,
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Plans for transport electrification in port of Klaipeda
There are plans in the future to make the passenger transportation line that should link different part of the
city with different stops on the Curonian spit. The transport is projected as electric driven waterbus for 50
passengers. At the moment the feasibility study for this line is being developed.

5. Technology availability & price
5.1. General information.
The analysis is done for the purpose to discover the boating market players and to estimate the state of the
e-products available. The analysis is mainly concentrated to the pleasure boats and yachts with the length up
to 24 meters. However, other similar types of the ships will be also considered if any. The structure of the
boating market and the links in between the market players is shown on Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The structure of the boating market and the links in between the market players.

5.2. Data for analysis
To make the market analysis firstly it is necessary to gather necessary data about market players. The data
for analysis will include the following: name of company, service description, last year turnover, main
customers by countries, company address and contacts, information sources where the data is taken. All
these data is provided in Appendix 1. There two more columns in Appendix 1 related to e-products, stating if
the company provides boating related e-products to the market and any plans to provide e-products in the
future. The data for last 2 columns of Appendix 1 can be found on the media sources of the companies or
checked through the interview.
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5.3. The approach and results of the basic analysis
The important goal of the analysis is to have trends on e-products development in boating sector with the
following estimation of the potential in Europe. To reach this goal it is necessary firstly to estimate the size of
the sector in each region. This can done by the data of the turnover of the companies. Form this data it will
be possible to estimate the development trends of the market sector. In Fig. 2 the distribution of the
boatbuilding market in three countries (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) is shown. It is necessary to stress that
the companies from Estonia and Latvia are solely busy about boat and yacht building, while 2 from 4
companies from Lithuania have a range of products besides boat building. The distribution of the boat building
market by the turnover and the number of the companies is shown on Fig. 3.

Turnover distribution by the country

24%
37%

39%

Estonia

Latvia

Lithuania

Fig. 2. Distribution of the boating market.
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0,6%

19,2%

22,4%

1 company, 0.1 mln. Euro
5 companies, 0.5 mln. Euro
7 companies, 1 mln. Euro
1 company, 2 mln. Euro
1 company, 3 mln. Euro
1 company, 10 mln. Euro

12,8%

44,9%

Fig. 3. Distribution of the boat building market by the turnover and the number of the companies.
The total turnover of the companies in the region is reaching 75.5 mln. Euro. Furthermore, it is worth to
mention that, Estonian company Baltic Workboats AS with the turnover in between 25-50 mln. Euro is decided
to exclude from the analysis, because the boats that the company produces is mostly longer than 24 meters.
Company also has a range of products from 10 meters till 24 meters long, but these boats are mostly
workboats, requiring high propulsion power lasting for a longer period. The boat category of this company is
quite different from the other boat building companies in the region, building pleasure boat and sailing yachts.
However, this company will be included in the market potential analysis, as one of the players in the e-boat
market.
Therefore, the total turnover of the companies in the region considered in this analysis is 25.5 mln. Euro. It is
difficult to estimate what part e-products are taking from complete turnover of the company. Therefore, to
estimate the potential of e-boating market part the simplified approach is proposed by counting the quantity
of the companies proposing e-products and looking to their turnover.
The assumption is taken that the company with big turnover has much bigger potential to develop e-products
quicker, bigger variety and also have easier access to the market. Therefore, it will be possible to make a
trend/success rate to estimate the potential of the sector in comparing to the complete market in the region,
and after even to compare the markets in between.
For the estimation of e-boat market potential, the companies that deliver e-products products and make
their input to market development could be split in next categories:
1. Companies solely busy about e-products like electric drive systems, charging stations etc. and supplying
to the boating companies to install their products on board.
2. Companies building boats driven by internal combustion engines, but also proposing hybrid or
completely electric driven ones.
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3. Companies proposing solely electric driven boats (mostly that are new companies/startups)
4. Supply chain companies proposing solutions for electric driven boats.
5. End users – Boat selling companies, boat charter companies, boat tourism, shipping companies.
Total number of the boat building companies versus number of companies also proposing e-products is
shown on Fig. 4.
Turnover of all boat-building companies versus turnover of the companies providing e-products is shown
on Fig. 5.
Delivered boats distribution by countries is shown on Fig. 6. As there is no possibility to have exact quantities
for each company on their delivered products by the country, the figure shows the main trends, made on the
base of the quantity of the countries where the products delivered by each company mentioned in the
analysis. The tendency shows that the main market of the boat builders in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania is
Norway, Sweden and Finland.

14
12
12
10

8
6
6
4
2
2
0
Estonia
Total number of companies

1

2

0
Latvia

Lithuania

Number of companies with e-products

Fig. 4. Total number of companies versus number of companies providing e-products.
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0

Estonia

Total turnover, mln. Euro

Latvia

Lithuania

Turnover of companies with e-products, mln. Euro

Fig. 5. Turnover of all boat building companies versus turnover of the companies providing e-products.

Lithuania
11%

Sweden
26%

Great Britain
5%

Germany
11%

Norway
21%
Sweden Finland

Norway

Germany

Finland
26%
Great Britain Lithuania

Fig. 6. Delivered boats distribution by countries
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5.4. Interviews
Interviews are meant to fill in the data gaps about the companies and to discover the future plans on
developing e-products in boating sector.
It is proposed to divide interviews in two stages. First is the brief questionnaire (4 questions), which will help
to sort out the companies interested in the e-boating.
In second stage, the companies providing or planning to provide e-products will be approached with more
questions about development possibilities and market potentials. This will give wider understanding on the
plans and needs of the market
Interviews first stage questions would be the following:
1. Are you planning to propose e-boating product? Please provide the name or brief description of the
planned product.
2. What products for creation of e-boats do you think are missing on the market?
3. Is the infrastructure for e-boats developed enough in your area? (Please provide brief description on the
state of berths, power connections, fast charging stations).
4. What is necessary for rapid e-boat market growth?
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Interviews second stage questions would be the following:

Interview #1.
Company G&M Boats UAB. Company is building aluminum boats in a range from 5 till 10 meters length.
Question #1. Do you have orders or requests from clients for making e-boats?
Answer #1. There is no requests from clients for making e-boats.
Question #2. If there would be a request, could you deliver e-boats to the client?
Answer #2. Possible. However, that is some additional knowledge and time requiring task. It is a step aside
from standard company process line.
Question #3. Are you planning to propose e-boating product? Please provide the name or brief description
of the planned product.
Answer #3. We are planning to propose an own e-product. The product description is till now a commercial
secret.

Interview #2.
Company „Laivo sandėlis" UAB. Company is selling aluminum and plastic boats, selling equipment for boats,
providing maintenance services.
Question #1. Do you have orders or requests from clients for making e-boats?
Answer #1. Yes. We have 1-2 requests per year.
Question #2. Could you describe the delivered e-product?
Answer #2. Mainly it is the installation of an e-motor to small boat or pontoon. Maximum power of installed
engine has reached 20 HP. We are choosing existing solutions on the market.

Interview #3.
Company „Pilsena" UAB with the side company Memel wefte, producing new wooden boats and retorting
the old ones.
Question #1. Do you have orders or requests from clients for making e-boats?
Answer #1. There is no requests from clients for making e-boats.
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Question #2. If there would be a request, could you deliver e-boats to the client?
Answer #2. Possible.
Question #3. Are you planning to propose e-boating product? Please provide the name or brief description
of the planned product.
Answer #3. We are planning to propose an own e-product. We were investigating possible suppliers for the
electric system. But we are too much busy with other jobs, therefore the electric system is only in the plans
at the moment.
Question #4. In which country do you plan to buy electric system?
Answer #4. We have found one in Germany, one in Slovenia and in the USA. Probably we will choose the
one in Slovenia.
Interview #4.
Company „VLL Group" UAB, producing new wooden boats and retorting the old ones.
Question #1. Do you have orders or requests from clients for making e-boats?
Answer #1. There is no requests from clients for making e-boats.
Question #2. If there would be a request, could you deliver e-boats to the client?
Answer #2. We can do it.
Question #3. Are you planning to propose e-boating product? Please provide the name or brief description
of the planned product.
Answer #3. Until now no plans to propose own e-boating product. We will look to the market requirement
and in future when it is needed, we are going to work on it.
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Interview #5.
Company „Etnos ekspozicija” UAB, producing pontoon ships.
Question #1. Do you have orders or requests from clients for making e-boats?
Answer #1. Yes.
Question #2. Are you proposing your own e-boating product?
Answer #2. Mostly we are using existing market solutions. We are installing Torqueedo or Minnkota
engines. Sometimes we are installing solar panels.
Question #3. How many electric engines are you installing?
Answer #3. Not many, it is about 5 % of our total production.

Conclusions:
1. There is a small interest by the end-user to install electric drives on the boat.
2. Regulations could rise the market potential for electric products on water. At the moment there is a
necessity to reduce emissions in Baltic States in the transport sector, however regulatory mechanism to
make the transport greener at the moment depends on the governmental administrations.
3. There is a lack of ready solutions or lack of information about these solutions for the boat sector –
companies providing own end-user solution for installation in boats. In Lithuania, there are a few in
automotive sector, in boating till now none. However, there are companies that can install existing
market solutions into the boats.
4. Quick charging station availability could make a push for the development of the electric mobility
market.
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6. Supply chain companies

Propulsion
Electric Motor
(DC and AC)

DC/DC or
DC/AC
converters

Power Supply
source
(Battery or
Ultracapcitors)

Control
System

Installation and
Power
Distribution
Units

Onboard
Chargers

DC/DC
Converter to
Low Voltage
system

Low Voltage
Battery

Other small
systems

Supply Chain Matrix for Electric Propulsion Boats and
Small Ships

The supply chain in the electric boat propulsion field is related to the composition of the propulsion system
structure.

The system consists of:
1. Electric propulsion motors that could supplied from direct current (DC) or alternating current (AC).
Mostly used now are AC Induction Motors (IM) or AC Synchronous Motors with Permanent Magnets
(PMSM);
2. DC/DC or DC/AC converters.
3. Power Supply Unit - Batteries or Ultracapacitors. Batteries are mostly used for propulsion system.
The Ultracapacitors could be used for short distance boat applications with High power ultrafast
charging capability.
4. Control system is split in two parts propulsion system control system and boat control system.
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5. Installation and power distribution units (PDU) – this is composed of power cables, contactors,
fuses, communication cables.
6. Onboard chargers – for the small passenger boat it is not needed to have ultrafast charging
capabilities so there is enough to use onboard up to 20 kW chargers. In other case the chargers be
on shore structures and marines, but for emergency charging from other boat the onboard charger
would be advisable;
7. DC/DC converter to Low voltage – mostly the propulsion power supply uses more than 24 V battery,
to reduce the losses regarding the increased current. Therefore, for the Low voltage distribution
system and auxiliary equipment, the power is used from the main battery and the Low Voltage
Battery is used as an energy buffer.
8. Low Voltage battery – mostly used as buffer for the low voltage system supply.
9. Other small systems – all other systems not mentioned above for the construction of the all-electric
boat.
The supply chain from other European countries:

No.
1
2

Main information about the company
Company
Country
Ecobat Battery Technologies

UK

SOEL YACHTS B.V.

The
Netherlands

Intercel Services BV

The
Netherlands

REAP systems

UK

APC Technology group

UK

3

4
5

6

JP RIBS

7
LTS Marine

France,
New Zealand

8
Emrax

Slovenia

Products
Battery distribution, battery driven vehicles
research projects
Sells electric catamarans, boats for passengers
and leisure. Boats have electric panels IP68.
All kinds of batteries, converters and inverters
DC/AC and DC/DC, battery accessories (alarms,
equalizers, guards, monitors, combining relays),
battery chargers
Batteries, battery monitoring system, battery
logger, battery chargers
Electronic components and systems, Visedo
Power DRUM. Synchronous Reluctance assisted
Permanent Magnet (SRPM) technology,
Inverters. Visedo PowerMASTER
Collaboration: builds boats +RECREATION PACK.
WATERSPORT PACK.
LTS systems feature permanent-magnet
brushless motors, a power dense electronic
inverter, on board intelligent chargers and a
battery system.
Collaboration: builds boats + RECREATION
PACK. WATERSPORT PACK.
LTS systems feature permanent-magnet
brushless motors, a power dense electronic
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No.

9

Main information about the company
Company
Country

Lynch Motor Company Ltd

UK

Inmotion Technologies AB

Sweden

BorgWarner

Italy, Germany,
UK, Sweden,
Hungary,
France, Poland,
Ireland, Spain.
USA, JAPAN and
etc.

10

11

12

Products
inverter, on board intelligent chargers and a
battery system.
Electric drives for marine and land transport
applications
Collaboration: builds boats +RECREATION
PACK. WATERSPORT PACK.
LTS systems feature permanent-magnet
brushless motors, a power dense electronic
inverter, on board intelligent chargers and a
battery system.

Electric drives, power modules, battery
modules and other solutions for electric and
hybrid drives

Elaphe LAB

Slovenia

Collaboration: builds boats + RECREATION
PACK. WATERSPORT PACK.
LTS systems feature permanent-magnet
brushless motors, a power dense electronic
inverter, on board intelligent chargers and a
battery system.

13

Torqeedo GmbH

Germany and
service points in
other EU
countries

Outboard electric drive systems for boats and
ships

14

Aquawatt

Austria

15

Tm4

HQ in Canada.
Distributors in
EU: Germany,
Poland

16

OCEANVOLT

Finland

17

Frauscher

Austria, Spain

Outboard and inboard electric drive systems for
boats and ships
Collaboration: builds boats +RECREATION
PACK. WATERSPORT PACK.
LTS systems feature permanent-magnet
brushless motors, a power dense electronic
inverter, on board intelligent chargers and a
battery system.
Electric driven pleasure boats and yachts
Collaboration: builds boats +RECREATION
PACK. WATERSPORT PACK.
LTS systems feature permanent-magnet
brushless motors, a power dense electronic
inverter, on board intelligent chargers and a
battery system.
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No.

Main information about the company
Company
Country

18

France

Collaboration: builds boats +RECREATION
PACK. WATERSPORT PACK.
LTS systems feature permanent-magnet
brushless motors, a power dense electronic
inverter, on board intelligent chargers and a
battery system.

International
(Germany)

Electric drives, solutions for transport

ABB

International
(Sweden)

Collaboration: builds boats +RECREATION
PACK. WATERSPORT PACK.
LTS systems feature permanent-magnet
brushless motors, a power dense electronic
inverter, on board intelligent chargers and a
battery system.

Lenze

International
(Germany)

Electric drives and control systems

Denmark

Collaboration: builds boats +RECREATION
PACK. WATERSPORT PACK.
LTS systems feature permanent-magnet
brushless motors, a power dense electronic
inverter, on board intelligent chargers and a
battery system.

Ruban Bleu

19

Boutique Ruban Bleu

20
21

Siemens

22

Products

23

RAND Boats ApS

Regarding the supply chain of the equipment in The Baltic States – Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, there is a
very small amount of local suppliers for the equipment and mostly they are not always dedicated to one
part of the equipment mentioned in the supply chain matrix. Most of the European suppliers have their
distribution network in the Baltic countries and it is difficult to estimate the amount of the market,
because the distributors cover not one country but some region – Baltic region, or Scandinavian Region or
both with the same distributor.

Therefore, the conclusion would be that the market regarding the supply chain in Baltic States is limited
to supplying existing owners of internal combustion engine boat with the needed spare parts and the
supply of equipment for electric boat enthusiast. Thus, this makes this region a good potential for the
electric mobility market.
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